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SUMMARY 7 

Book: Growing an Engaged Church  

Author: Albert L. Winseman  

 Associated Website: gallup.com 

 

This series of summaries is intended to help busy pastoral professionals and 

church volunteers know whether a resource is going to be helpful to them. If a 

resource looks useful – PLEASE BUY IT! I do not wish to take away the livelihood 

of any author by summarising their key points online! 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=7tpDCwAAQBAJ
http://www.gallup.com/press/176459/growing-engaged-church.aspx
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Overview 
 

In the UK, the name “Gallup” is most prominently associated with political opinion 

polling. But in the USA, Gallup has long carried out research into Christian organisations 

too. Albert L. Winseman works for Gallup’s faith division and consults for religious 

organisations across the USA, to help them raise their levels of engagement. 

Gallup’s research into spiritual commitment began with the work of George Gallup Jr. 

in the early 1990s. In fact, it was George who first used the phrase "spiritual 

commitment" to describe a spirituality that went beyond merely an inwardly focused, 

"feel good" faith to one that made a real difference in daily living. 

What does a healthy church look like? According to Gallup’s research and analysis, 

belonging is far more likely to lead to believing. Believers do not automatically seek 

churches to belong to. In today's postmodern world, people don't show up at worship 

services because they want to know more about God, they come because they want to 

experience God. They want to have an emotional connection with the holy. 

Neurological research confirms that our emotional connections are far stronger than 

our rational connections – it's not enough to know that belonging to a particular 

organization has positive benefits; one must also feel it. And more often than not, we 

feel it before we know it. Often, that initial emotional connection comes in the worship 

experience, which is why it’s not uncommon for Christians to “shop around” until they 

find a worship experience that touches them.  

The four outcomes that are the most relevant indicators of a church's spiritual health 

are: life satisfaction, inviting, serving, and giving. There’s little usefulness in measuring 

attendance or membership – and these concepts are fuzzy. 

A key question for any church leaders to ask of its members is: “What are you good at, 

and what do you love to do?” Your job as a leader is not to placate those members who 

are disengaged. It is to make and develop disciples.  

The three key things church leadership should do for maximum positive impact are: 

 Clarify what you expect of your members; 

 Help members identify their signature strengths: 

o Ask:  What are you good at?  What do you love to do?    

 What do you dream of doing for God, given unlimited resources? 

 Create a small group structure. 
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The Opposition 

Those members who are “not-engaged” are just as likely as the engaged to claim to be 

completely "satisfied" with their congregation. Yet the not-engaged give less, serve less, 

and invite less than the engaged do. That is why responses to "satisfaction" questions 

are almost meaningless, especially when it comes to congregational life. A member can 

show up at church once a month or so, put $2 in the offering, sleep through the sermon, 

and actually be “extremely satisfied”. But being satisfied doesn't mean being engaged. 

Even those who volunteer are not necessarily “engaged”. Activity without engagement 

leads to burnout. And burned-out members eventually leave: psychologically, 

emotionally, spiritually, and physically. In congregations where there is much activity 

without engagement, and thus a high degree of burnout, terms such as "duty" and 

"responsibility" are repeated in recruiting members for roles. And often the response to 

such recruiting is, "I've done my share. It's time for the younger members to take their 

turn." 

Research shows personal invitation is the overwhelmingly significant way people join 

churches. But a drive to invite a friend or recruit volunteers doesn't bear lasting fruit 

unless the sponsoring church has high levels of spiritual commitment and 

congregational engagement.  

 

Leading for Growth 

“Engaged” church members regularly have the opportunities in their congregations to 

do what they do best, because leaders have invested the time needed to discover their 

members' greatest talents and gifts, and have put them in roles where they can play to 

their strengths. Doctrinal beliefs are not a good predictor of behaviour; Gallup finds that 

engagement is more important than personal spiritualty as a factor resulting in public 

action. 

Gallup has found that there are twelve factors which link powerfully to whether a 

member is satisfied with their church, and these can be grouped into four stages of 

deepening commitment. 

 

WHAT DO I GET OUT OF MY CHURCH? 

 Do I know what is expected of me in this congregation? 

 Are my spiritual needs met by my church? 

The best way to find out whether you are meeting your members' spiritual needs is to 

go and ask them! 
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WHAT DO I GIVE TO MY CHURCH? 

 Do I have an opportunity to serve the church doing “what I do best”? 

 Has any member of the congregation affirmed my contribution recently? 

 Has any congregation leader taken a personal interest in me? 

 Has any member of the congregation invested in my spiritual growth? 

Go beyond treating people as you would like to be treated. Instead, treat people in a way 

which acknowledges who they are and what they have accomplished. There’s nothing 

wrong with asking people how they like to be acknowledged (reminiscent of the culture 

of love languages). Make praise immediate and predictable in the culture of your 

church; this guarantees a higher level of engagement. 

Do your church members feel safe enough to experiment, get things wrong, hold each 

other accountable, and share resources with each other? Does your church expect that 

every member will attend some kind of group where they can be challenged to grow? 

Do you recognise that some people are called to serve in roles outside church? 

A useful question to ask: “”If time and money were no object, what would you do for 

God?” 

 

 

DO I REALLY BELONG TO MY CHURCH? 

 Is my opinion sought? Am I briefed about significant changes here? 

 Can I see that I have an important share in my congregation’s stated purpose? 

 Are other members of this congregation committed to their spiritual growth? 

 Do I have a close friend in this congregation who is not a family member? 

The point of a Catholic parish is not providing you with Mass. It is to provide you an 

opportunity to bring other people to Mass, as you help them grow in discipleship. A 

pithy, easy-to-memorise mission statement can help members see how they fit in and 

what they are expected to do. Parish social opportunities help build community. 

https://catholicpreacher.wordpress.com/2016/04/18/real-love-2/
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AM I GROWING SPIRITUALLY? 

 Has any member of the congregation asked me about my spiritual growth during 

the last six months? 

 Do I have opportunities to learn and grow in this congregation? 

In a larger congregation, the pastor will need to put mechanisms in place so that all 

members receive regular feedback, if not from the pastor personally. Obviously you 

need to define “spiritual growth” before you can track it; affirming growth in writing 

may be a positive tool. 

 

Practical Points 

Let people play to their strengths. There shouldn’t be arbitrary rules about having to 

“move on” from ministries. Rather, every volunteer should have an opportunity to 

“renew or change” every year – unless they are manifestly ill-suited to their current 

assignment, in which case they will need to be moved on. 

An annual “covenant service” where members renew their commitment to the 

congregation and to one another will help. 

When a major change (a new leader, different service time or new worship style) is 

inevitable, make the practical details and new expectations very clear and communicate 

repeatedly - repetition of the message in various styles and modes will help. 

Every group needs to be conscious of including newcomers. Avoid jargon and promote 

clarity in questionnaires and signup sheets. 

 

A Case Study 

Winseman has deliberately chosen a Catholic parish rather than the kind of evangelical 

church the reader might have anticipated, to give a practical example. St Gerard Majella 

was a parish with 1,200 worshippers in Long Island, New York, served by two priests. 

When Revv Bill Hanson & Chris Heller came there in 1991, it was a nondescript parish 

with no special attractive features, and in debt to the tune of half a million dollars. 

The new clergy team adopted a mission statement reinforced by four banners 

proclaiming that parish members were expected to help, evangelise, pray and socialise 

based on Acts 2. Parishioners were challenged to take a 1% step closer to giving an 

actual tithe of income. The piety stall became a “gifting bureau” matching parishioners 

with ministries most suitable to their talents. 

http://www.stgmajella.org/
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Concerned about why more people didn’t come, stay, serve or give generously, the 

clergy starting asking why the people who did things there did so. Using Gallup’s survey 

tools, over a four year period they grew active engagement from 34% to 46% - and saw 

active disengagement drop from 22% to 12%. The $½M debt became a $2M surplus. 

The survey tools also allow complaints to be handled objectively. “So you don’t like the 

way we’re going? 13% of our worshippers agree with you, but 45% agree with what our 

leaders have chosen.”   

Parishioners who belonged to small groups were asked to use a talent discovery tool, 

Gallup’s Clifton StrengthsFinder. A “wall of fame” celebrates parishioners who are using 

their strengths, and T-shirts and lanyards indicating a parishioner’s strengths reinforce 

this culture. Paradoxically, when they lost one of their priests to serve elsewhere, 

parishioners stepped up to fill the gap rather than reacting negatively!  

 

Clifton Strengths 

The Clifton StrengthsFinder comes in the form of a book and an on-line assessment tool. 

There won’t be a separate Resource Summary of that book in this series because the 

vast majority of the book consists of documentation around the 34 Signature Themes 

which might be indicated by the assessment, which are Gallup’s intellectual property. 

For the appropriate sum, you can buy an assessment identifying your top five strengths 

or ranking all 34 possible strengths in order. 

Monsignor Bill Hanson – the priest who was at St Gerard Majella’s in Long Island until 

2015 – wrote an introduction for the Catholic Edition of CliftonStrengths. Experience 

from his parish testifies that parishioners are often “amazed at the accuracy” of the 

results (even though the assessment simply draws out answers from the self-

description which the participant puts in); are genuinely surprised to see their 

character traits identified as “strengths”; and often express gratitude for the insight 

which knowing the strengths of oneself and one’s significant others brings. When a 

small group of people share their StrengthsFinder results, the mutual journey of self-

discovery can provide a powerful bonding experience. 

The Clifton approach acknowledges that people have natural talents, acquired skills and 

learned knowledge. A personal strength is founded on a base talent enhanced by the 

skills and knowledge that allows the person to excel at something. The Clifton ethos is 

that volunteers and employees should be selected to continue excelling at something 

they love rather than spending energy in “remedying defects” and “becoming rounded”. 

But Gallup professionals advise that knowledge of strengths should be used to indicate 

how someone should undertake a task rather than whether they should attempt it. 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=36UVPwAACAAJ
https://www.gallupstrengthscenter.com/home/en-uk/cliftonstrengths-themes-domains

